. Throughout neurogenesis, at and sc are expressed coincidently (14, 16-18) (we will get to a molecular explanation of this puzzle later). In the embryonic PNS, the dynamic patterns of at/sc and l'sc expression create a grid of cell clusters from which neural structures arise (Fig.  it, Fig. ld) . During adult development, at and sc are coexpressed in eight rows of cellsin the leg imaginal disc where the eight rows of bristles later form on the adult leg (Fig. le,  Fig. if) (Fig. 3a-Fig. 3D ). The anterior (AP) and dorsoventral (DV) register of these patterns suggest that the segmentation genes that establish segment number and polarity along the AP axis and the dorsal-ventral genes that specify the DV pattern of the embryo might control directly the initial AP and DV limits of proneural gene expression. During the past 15 years most of the genes that govern axis formation and global position within the Drosophila embryo have been identified (19, 20) . The subsequent cloning and molecular characterization of many of these genes have shown that they generate a gridlike pattern of gene expression within the Drosophila embryo (Fig. 2, left) . Along the AP axis, a cascade of transcriptional regulators generates the periodic patterns of the pair-rule (Fig. 3d ) and segment polarity genes ( Fig. 3a, Fig. 3b (Fig. 3c) .
Trans-acting regulators of proneural gene expression
The combinatorial action of pair-ruleand DV gene products activateproneural gene transcriptionin a repetitivepattern of clusters (12, 18). In the early embryo, proneural gene expression respects the boundaries defined by segmentation and DV gene expression ( Fig. 3a-d The sna protein (brown) is expressed in the cells between the ventral at expressing clusters (purple). These cells will form the mesoderm (26) . Loss of snail function causes a ventralexpansion of the at pattern (ref 18). d) The registration of at (brown) and the fiz pair-rule pattern(blue, the product of a ftz-lacZ transgene) shows that the anterior edge of every fourth cluster is aligned with the anterior edge of everyftz stripe. e) Infiz mutant embryos, every fourthcluster (purple)isabsent(arrows), demonstratingthatftzisnecessary to activate at in these clusters. J) In odd-skipped mutant embryos, every fourth cluster (purple) expands (the same clusters that are deleted in ftz mutant embryos), indicating that odd represses at on the posterior edge of these clusters. conjunction with or downstream of these patterning genes to activate a Sc, and l'sc gene expression. Gene regulation in two dimensions: the proneural achaete and scute genes are controlled through a common intergenic control region.
Cis-regulation of proneural genes

